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1. Introduction

A dilemma in prototyping autonomous driving systems
is that, due to public safety concerns, it is impossible to di-
rectly develop, train, and test the self driving systems in
the physical world [13]. To overcome the dilemma, a com-
mon practice is to prototype and validate the driving sys-
tem in simulators. Many realistic driving simulators have
been proposed. CARLA [4] and SUMMIT [1] contain driv-
ing scenarios with realistic visual appearances. Flow [14],
Duckietown [2], and Highway-env [7] either focus on learn-
ing high-level decisions or only contain simplistic driving
scenarios. However, it’s notorious that neural networks can
overfit training data easily [15, 3], thus the driving agent
trained on a fixed set of scenarios in the simulators might
have difficulty generalizing to new scenarios. Furthermore,
the existing simulators lack sufficiently diverse designs of
the maps and scenarios to evaluate such issues. For exam-
ple, CARLA consists of only about ten manually designed
towns, which is hard to modify, while Highway-env con-
tains six typical traffic scenarios. Training deep neural net-
works on such simulators might lead to overfitting and poor
generalization of learned driving policy.

To evaluate and improve the generalization of end-to-end
driving, we introduce PGDrive, an open-ended and highly
configurable driving simulator. The key feature of PGDrive
is Procedural Generation (PG) [12, 10]. Unlimited number
of diverse driving scenes can be generated with the help of
our abstraction on driving scene as well as the proposed PG
algorithm. PGDrive is highly configurable, allowing users
to customize settings such as the traffic flow and the vehi-
cles’ dynamics models. Besides, fine-grained RGB cam-
era, depth camera, Lidar data generation, and realistic 3D
kinematics simulation are also supported. To support fast
prototyping of driving system, PGDrive is designed to be
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A. Procedurally Generated Road Network
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C. Generated Scenes
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Figure 1. A. A procedurally generated road network built from
elementary road blocks. B. Multi-modal observations provided by
PGDrive, including Lidar-like cloud points, RGB / depth camera,
bird-view semantic map and scalar sensory data. C. Procedurally
generated scenes with different number of road blocks.

lightweight and highly efficient, compared to other simula-
tors which are expensive to run or difficult to install. Sin-
gle PGDrive process can run up to 1000 simulation steps
per second without rendering on a PC and can be easily
paralleled to further boost efficiency. We open-source PG-
Drive at https://decisionforce.github.io/
pgdrive.

Based on the proposed PGDrive simulator, we study the
generalization of learning-based driving systems. We first
validate that the agent trained on a small fixed set of maps
generalizes poorly to new scenarios. Then we show that
training with more environments, the learned reinforcement
learning (RL) agents can generalize better to unseen sce-
narios in terms of less collision rate and traffic violation. It
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demonstrates the benefit of procedural generations brought
by PGDrive. We also raise a concerning issue called safety
generalization. We find that the overfitting of safety per-
formance also exists, and the policy trained with a limited
number of scenes yields frequent crashes. We open-source
PGDrive to facilitate the research of end-to-end driving.

2. PGDrive Simulator

The key function of PGDrive is to generate unlimited
number of diverse scenes. We decompose a driving scene
into several components: (1) the road network, which con-
sists a set of road blocks and the interconnection between
them, and (2) the traffic flow, containing a set of traffic ve-
hicles and a target vehicle that actuated by external policy.

We define seven typical types of road block: Straight,
Ramp, Fork, Roundabout, Curve, T-Intersection and Inter-
section. Each block preserves properties like lanes, spawn
points for generating new traffic vehicles, and sockets,
namely the exits and entrances, that can be used to intercon-
nect other blocks. We use the Procedural Generation (PG)
technique to automatically select and assemble these blocks
into one driving scene, as shown in Fig. 1A. We propose a
search-based PG algorithm Block Incremental Generation
(BIG), which recursively appends block to the existing road
network if feasible and reverts last block otherwise. After
generating a road network, the initial traffic flow with given
density (defined by the number of traffic vehicles per lane
per 10 meters) is attached to the static road network to com-
plete the scene generation.

PGDrive is implemented based on Panda3D [5] and Bul-
let Engine and provides various optional forms of observa-
tion to feed the external policy. A large number of traf-
fic vehicles cruise in the scene from their spawn points to
the randomly assigned destinations. The cruise behavior is
powered by the IDM (Intelligent Driving model) with pre-
set target speed. We also implement emergent stopping and
lane changing behaviors for traffic vehicles with pre-defined
heuristic. Many driving applications can be built upon the
proposed PGDrive simulator, such as the benchmarking the
generalization ability with spited sets of training and test
scenes, multi-agent RL environment by replacing the traffic
vehicles with controllable vehicles, or benchmarking safety
performance by evaluating collision of dangerous behavior.

3. Experiment

Based on the proposed PGDrive simulator, we conduct
experiments to reveal the overfitting issue in the end-to-end
driving agent, and show the improvement of the general-
ization brought by the PG technique. We split the gener-
ated scenes into the exclusive training set and test set. We
evaluate the agent for multiple episodes and define the ratio
of episodes where the agent arrives the destination as suc-
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Figure 2. The main experimental results demonstrate the general-
ization improvement brought by increased training diversity.

cess rate, which will be reported in experiments instead of
episodic reward.

Results on Generalization We train the agents with two
popular RL algorithms respectively, PPO [11] and SAC [6],
based on the implementation in RLLib [8]. As shown in
Fig. 2, the result of improved generalization is observed
in the agents trained from both RL algorithms: First, the
overfitting happens if the agent is not trained with a suffi-
ciently large training set. Second, the generalization abil-
ity of agents can be greatly improved, in term of the per-
formance gap between training and test, if trained in more
environments. Besides, SAC shows better generalization
compared to PPO. The experimental results clearly show
that increasing the diversity of training environments can
significantly increase the generalization of RL agents [3],
which validates the strength of the PG mechanism in PG-
Drive.

Safety Generalization. We randomly place obstacles in
the road and provides +1 cost if collision happens. We test
the reward shaping method, which assigns the crash penalty
as negative reward, as well as the Lagrangian method [9]
which is designed for constrained MDP. When trained with
few scenes, both methods achieve high test cost. Increasing
the diversity of training scenes reduces test cost and shows
better safety generalization. Lagrangian method outper-
forms reward shaping method and reduces the test cost by
around 50%, but still yield poor safety performance when
trained with limited scenes. This experimental result, for
the first time, reveals the overfitting of safety.

Other factors relevant to generalization. We find that
randomizing the traffic density can improve the generaliza-
tion of agents under the “unseen traffic flow”. The agent
trained with varying traffic density in range [0.0, 0.4] con-
sistently outperforms the agent trained in the fixed density
0.1. Besides, the friction coefficient is also a critical factor
that influences generalization. The agent trained in low fric-
tion can successfully drive in environments of both low and
high friction, while one trained in high friction fails to drive
in low friction environment. We further conduct an experi-
ment to show that an agent specialized on solving all types
of blocks in separated single-block environments can not
solve a complex driving map composed of multiple blocks.
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